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ABSTRACT Morphogenesis of epithelial tissues requires tight spatiotemporal coordination of cell shape changes. In vivo,
many tissue-scale shape changes are driven by pulsatile contractions of intercellular junctions, which are rectified to produce
irreversible deformations. The functional role of this pulsatory ratchet and its mechanistic basis remain unknown. Here we
combine theory and biophysical experiments to show that mechanosensitive tension remodeling of epithelial cell junctions pro-
motes robust epithelial shape changes via ratcheting. Using optogenetic control of actomyosin contractility, we find that epithelial
junctions show elastic behavior under low contractile stress, returning to their original lengths after contraction, but undergo irre-
versible deformation under higher magnitudes of contractile stress. Existing vertex-based models for the epithelium are unable
to capture these results, with cell junctions displaying purely elastic or fluid-like behaviors, depending on the choice of model
parameters. To describe the experimental results, we propose a modified vertex model with two essential ingredients for junction
mechanics: thresholded tension remodeling and continuous strain relaxation. First, junctions must overcome a critical strain
threshold to trigger tension remodeling, resulting in irreversible junction length changes. Second, there is a continuous relaxation
of junctional strain that removes mechanical memory from the system. This enables pulsatile contractions to further remodel cell
shape via mechanical ratcheting. Taken together, the combination of mechanosensitive tension remodeling and junctional strain
relaxation provides a robust mechanism for large-scale morphogenesis.
SIGNIFICANCE During development, epithelial tissues form complex structures like organs through precise
spatiotemporal coordination of cell shape changes. In vivo, many morphogenetic events are driven by pulsatile cellular
contractions, which are rectified to produce irreversible tissue deformations. The functional roles of these oscillatory
contractions and the significance of their temporal structure remain elusive. Here, we combine theory and biophysical
experiments to demonstrate that pulsed contraction acts as a mechanical ratchet to guide directed morphogenesis in
epithelial tissues.
INTRODUCTION

During tissue morphogenesis and repair, individual cells
dynamically alter their size and shapes in a highly coordi-
nated fashion, resulting in tissue-scale deformations (1–3).
At the single-cell level, morphogenetic forces are actively
generated by dynamic actin filaments in association with
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myosin-II motors (4). To effect cell shape changes, active
contractions generated by myosin motors must overcome
both adhesion forces at cell-cell interfaces, and viscous
drag from the environment (5,6). In vivo, pulses of myosin
have been reported to drive cell shape changes in a cyclic
fashion as a mechanical ratchet, with cell-cell junctions un-
dergoing a series of contraction, stabilization, and relaxation
(7). These pulses coordinate robust, tissue-scale deforma-
tions during apical constriction (1), where cell apical areas
successively shrink to drive bending of the epithelial tissue,
or during Drosophila germband extension (2), where cell-
cell junctions contract and intercalate to elongate the tissue.
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Although myosin-driven contraction pulses are ubiquitous
in morphogenetic events, the functional roles of the ampli-
tude or the frequency of contractions remain unknown.

From a mechanistic perspective, tissue cells must be
capable of resisting large deformations to maintain their me-
chanical integrity while being able to dissipate stresses to
undergo remodeling. It remains poorly understood how cells
modulate their elastic and viscous properties to respond and
adapt to mechanical stresses. A number of different experi-
mental techniques and model systems have been used
to probe the viscoelastic properties of epithelial cells.
Rheological studies on suspended epithelial monolayers
(8) have shown that stress dissipation in strained tissues is
controlled by cell divisions or actomyosin turnover (9,10).
Optical tweezers have been used to probe the mechanical
response of cell-cell junctions under short timescale forces,
where they respond elastically (6). At longer timescales,
junctions undergo permanent length changes in response
to myosin-generated forces (11). Despite the growing
evidence for active remodeling of junction mechanical prop-
erties (12,13), most theoretical models for epithelial me-
chanics, such as the vertex model (14–16), cellular Potts
model (17,18), or continuum models (19–21), assume con-
stant interfacial tensions and cell contractility. Although
some recent models attempt to model junctional mechanics
(9,22–25), these have not been directly tested in experi-
ments at the scale of individual cell junctions.

In this study, we combine theory and biophysical experi-
ments to propose a new model for epithelial cell shape con-
trol via mechanosensitive remodeling of junctional tension
and strain. Using optogenetic control of RhoA (26), the up-
stream regulator of actomyosin contractility, we study how
adherens junction length responds to acute tension changes
of varied amplitude and duration. We find that epithelial
cell junctions behave elastically in response to short time-
scale activations of RhoA. Under longer timescale activation
of RhoA, junction contraction eventually stalls and does not
recover to its initial length upon RhoA removal. The existing
vertex-based models for epithelial mechanics are unable to
capture these results, with junctions displaying either purely
viscous or elastic responses, regardless of the magnitude of
applied stress. We thus propose a new model in which junc-
tional tension remodels irreversibly only when deformed
above a threshold value. In addition, junctions undergo
continuous strain relaxation to allow for the removal of me-
chanical memory. Taken together, thresholded tension re-
modeling and continuous strain relaxation captures the
mechanical behavior of intercellular junctions under stress
and predicts mechanical ratcheting under episodic activations
of contractility in quantitative agreement with experimental
data. Our model provides a potential new understanding of
pulsatile contractions that have been widely observed during
morphogenesis in vivo (1,7). In particular, pulsatile contrac-
tion enables epithelial junction shortening further beyond
the limit of a single prolonged contraction pulse.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Optogenetic experiments

We use optogenetic control of RhoA to induce contractions at epithelial cell

junctions (Fig. 1). Caco-2 cells stably expressing the TULIP optogenetic

system (27) were plated atop polymerized collagen gels coating a four-

well chamber (Ibidi Chambers, Gr€afelfing, Germany) at a final concentra-

tion of 2 mg/mL. Cells were plated at least 2 days before optogenetic exper-

iments to ensure a polarized and mature epithelial monolayer. Cell-cell

junctions were delineated with CellMask Deep Red plasma membrane stain

(Molecular Probes, Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA). Junctions expressing

the constructs required for visible optoGEF recruitment were chosen for

activation. Junctions were illuminated by a 405 nm laser for 1000 ms before

each image acquisition every 35 s (Fig. 1). Regions were drawn in Meta-

morph (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) and manually adjusted in

real time to ensure the blue light was restricted to the activated junction.

Junction lengths were manually measured in Fiji software using the

segmented line tool. A Mosaic digital micromirror device (Andor Technol-

ogy, Belfast, UK) was used for optogenetic recruitment using a 405-nm

laser. A Nikon Ti-E (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) with a Yokogawa CSU-X

confocal scanning head (Yokogawa Electric, Tokyo, Japan) and laser merge

model with 491, 561, and 642 nm laser lines (Spectral Applied Research,

Ontario, Canada) was used to image cells. The objective used was a 60�
1.49 NA ApoTIRF oil immersion objective (Nikon) or a 60� 1.2 Plan

Apo water (Nikon) objective.
Vertex-based model for epithelium

To develop a mechanistic understanding of junctional length regulation in

response to applied stresses, we first implemented a vertex-based model

(28), which has been widely used to model epithelial tissue remodeling

(24,29), wound healing (15,30,31), collective motility (32), tissue growth

(33,34), and cell-matrix adhesions (35). In the commonly used two-dimen-

sional vertex models (14,28,34), the geometry of each cell is defined by a

polygon, with cell-cell junctions represented by linear edges and three-

way junctions by vertices (Fig. 2 a). The tissue mechanical energy is given

by:

E ¼ 1

2

X
a

KðAa � A0Þ2 þ 1

2

X
a

GðPa � P0Þ2; (1)

where the first term represents three-dimensional incompressibility of cells

with K as the height elastic constant, Aa is the planar area of cell a, and A0 is

the preferred area. The second term in Eq. 1 results from a combination of

actomyosin contractility in the cell cortex and intercellular adhesions,

where G is the elastic constant for contractility, Pa is the perimeter of

cell a, and P0 is the preferred perimeter. The geometric parameters of the

vertex model define a target shape index, p0 ¼ P0=
ffiffiffiffiffi
A0

p
, which controls

the mechanical properties of the tissue (14,29). In particular, the tissue be-

haves like an elastic solid for p0 < 3.81, whereas it flows like a viscous

liquid for p0 > 3.81 (14). In the overdamped limit, motion for each vertex

i is governed by:

m
dxi
dt

¼ � vE

vxi
; (2)

where m is the drag coefficient, and xi is the position of vertex i. The tension

Lij on edge ij, connecting vertices i and j, is given byLij ¼ vE=vLij, where Lij
is the length of edge ij. For the Hamiltonian in Eq. 1, Lij ¼

P
aGðPa � P0Þ,

where the sum is over all cells containing the edge ij. To simulate the effect of

time-dependent myosin induced contractions on edge ij, we apply an addi-

tional tensionLa ¼ GaLij=2, where Ga represents the product of myosin den-

sity and the force exerted by each myosin unit.
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FIGURE 1 Optogenetic control of RhoA. (a) Sche-

matic of optogenetics experiments. Caco-2 cells ex-

pressing the TULIP optogenetic system are plated on

a polymerized collagen gel. A target junction is illumi-

nated by a 405-nm laser, activating RhoA and inducing

actomyosin contraction. (b) Schematic of the Rho

pathway. (c and d) Time lapse images for a 20-min acti-

vation at 100% light intensity (c) and at 50% light in-

tensity (d). The images show, from top to bottom,

CellMask Deep Red, prGEF, and merged (CellMask

Deep Red in red, prGEF in cyan). Time interval be-

tween successive image frames is 2 min in each row

of (c) and (d). Scale bars, 5 mm. To see this figure in co-

lor, go online.
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Model implementation

The model is simulated using Surface Evolver (36). In simulations, we non-

dimensionalize force scales by KA
ð3=2Þ
0 and length scales by

ffiffiffiffiffi
A0

p
, setting

K ¼ 1 and A0 ¼ 1. Thus, Eq. 1 becomes:

E ¼ 1

2

X
a

ðAa � 1Þ2 þ 1

2

X
a

Gðpa � p0Þ2: (3)

A round tissue of 50 cells, with stress-free boundary conditions, is first

relaxed so that the simulations begin at mechanical equilibrium. Then 15

different cell edges, excluding edges on boundary cells, are randomly

selected for activation of contractility. After each activation, the tissue is

reset to the equilibrium state and then the next cell edge is activated. We

simulate a range of values of p0 to test the response of both solid and fluid

tissues. The value of contractility, G, is taken from Farhadifar et al. (34), and

we use a constant value for friction coefficient, m (Table 1). For each value

of p0, we choose Ga such that the normalized junction length after a 20-min

activation is the same as in the experiments (Fig. 2 b). Any cell edge that
contracts below a critical length, LT1 ¼ 0:05, and would decrease in length

over the next time step, undergoes a T1 transition. Here, the cells rearrange

and the contracted edge is replaced by a perpendicular edge of the same

length, following which the edge tension is set to the initial value.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Viscoelastic behavior of epithelial cell junctions

Upon application of contractile stress along chosen cell
edges over a finite duration (Fig. 2 b; Materials and
Methods), the vertex model predicts that cell junctions
immediately contract while eventually slowing down for a
tissue in the solid state (Fig. 2, b and c). After the activation
period, the elastic tissue recoils back to its original length,
whereas a fluid tissue exhibits no recoil and remains perma-
nently deformed. In the fluid state (Fig. 2, b and d), cells can
freely adjust their area and perimeter in response to applied
Biophysical Journal 117, 1739–1750, November 5, 2019 1741
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FIGURE 2 Elastic and viscous response of inter-

cellular junctions in the vertex model. Results

shown are obtained using the traditional vertex

model (Eq. 1). (a) Schematic image of the vertex

model. The red edge represents the junction under

applied tension,La. (b) Normalized junction length

over time, during and after a 20-min activation for

high applied tension. Gray shaded region indicates

the activation period. Red curve: p0 ¼ 3.7, orange

curve: p0 ¼ 4.1, black curve: experimental data

for 20-min activation of RhoA. Solid lines show

the mean trend, and shaded area represents SD

(simulations: n ¼ 15, experiments: n ¼ 6). (c and

d) Simulation images of a junction before, during,

and after a 20-min activation, for (c) a solid tissue,

p0 ¼ 3.7, and (d) a fluid tissue, p0 ¼ 4.1. (e)

Normalized junction length over time, during and

after a 20-min activation for high applied tension

(simulations: n ¼ 15, experiments: n ¼ 4). (f)

Normalized final junction length against preferred

shape index p0, for high and low values of applied

tension, La (n ¼ 15). For parameters, see Table 1.

To see this figure in color, go online.
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stress, resulting in edges under no tension. Junctions in a
fluid tissue can contract at no energy cost (14), with the
neighboring cells adjusting their shapes, resulting in perma-
nent changes in junction length after applied contraction
(Fig. 2 d). By contrast, cell junctions are under tension for
a solid tissue, stable to small mechanical perturbations.
Consequently, contracted edges return to their original
lengths after the activation period (Fig. 2, b and c).

To test the predictions of the vertex model, we use opto-
genetic control of RhoA in Caco-2 cells (26,27,37,38). By
targeting light at chosen cell-cell junctions, we are able
to increase actomyosin contraction in a highly localized re-
gion (Fig. 1, a and b) (Materials and Methods). Applying a
TABLE 1 Vertex Model Parameters

Parameter Value

Contractility, G 0.04

Friction Coefficient, m 0.25 min

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:2Þ 0.1416

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:3Þ 0.1206

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:4Þ 0.0994

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:5Þ 0.0784

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:6Þ 0.0576

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:7Þ 0.0374

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:8Þ 0.0216

Gaðp0 ¼ 3:9Þ 0.0138

Gaðp0 ¼ 4:0Þ 0.0110

Gaðp0 ¼ 4:1Þ 0.0106

Gaðp0 ¼ 4:2Þ 0.0104

Parameters are for Fig. 2.
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20-min activation, we observe a rapid contraction of the
junction to 63 5 4% of its initial length (Figs. 1 c and 2
b). After RhoA activation, the junction recoils and recovers
to 785 2% of its initial length. This indicates a viscoelastic
response of the junction, with elastic response on short time-
scales and viscous behavior, by permanent length changes,
on longer timescales. These data stand in contrast to the pre-
dictions of the vertex model. Furthermore, by tuning the
light intensity, we are able to control the amount of contrac-
tile stress on the junction. When applying 50% of the light
intensity, the initial junction contraction rate drops by
half; the junction contracts 14 5 3% over 5 min vs. 23 5
3% at full light intensity (Fig. 1, c and d). This is followed
by a slow phase of contraction that eventually stalls
(Fig. 2 e). After the activation period, the junction recoils
back to its original length, akin to an elastic material.

To simulate low light activation of RhoA, we applied half
the active tension La in simulations. As before, we find an
elastic response of the junction for p0 < 3.81, and no recoil
in the fluid state (Fig. 2 e). Testing several other values of
the preferred shape index p0, we observe no deformation
for the solid state at both high and low values of La

(Fig. 2 f). As p0 is increased to values >3.81 (fluid phase),
we observe permanent junction deformation for high La.
In contrast to experiments, where deformation requires a
threshold amount of stress, low La still produces a perma-
nent deformation, which is at least 50% of the strain at
high La. Thus, the vertex model is unable to capture the
viscoelastic response of cell junctions under high contractile
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stress. Our data also stand in contrast to (11), where cell-cell
junctions are modeled as Maxwell viscoelastic elements.
Under this model, even low contractile stresses should
continuously shorten the junction.
Strain-dependent junction remodeling captures
adaptive junction length changes

Our experimental data show that irreversible junction defor-
mations occur only for sufficiently high amplitudes of
contraction, suggesting a thresholded viscoelastic response
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of intercellular junctions. To this end, we modify the exist-
ing vertex model to incorporate irreversible junctional
length remodeling above a threshold strain.

We adapt the vertex model to treat each cell edge as an
elastic spring with spring constant Y, and a dynamically
changing rest length, L0ij (Fig. 3 a). The rest length remodels
according to:

1

L0
ij

dL0
ij

dt
¼
8<
:

kLεij if εij > εc ;
0 if � εc%εij%εc ;
kLεij if εij < � εc ;

(4)
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esults shown are obtained using the active spring model (Eq. 4). (a) Rate of

in ε. (b) Model predictions for normalized junction length over time for a

tension. Solid and dashed lines show the mean, and shaded areas represent

lized) final junction length versus contraction time. (Simulations: all times,

min, n¼ 3). (d) Normalized junction length versus time for two consecutive

xperiments: n¼ 3). (e) Time lapse images (left to right) before activation, at

lapse images (left to right) before activation, at the end of the first activation,

ctivations, for two 20-min activations with a 20-min rest in between. Scale
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where εij ¼ Lij=L
0
ij � 1 is the strain on edge ij, εc is a critical

strain beyond which rest length remodeling is triggered, and
kL is the rate of remodeling. The idea of rest length remod-
eling was first introduced by Odell et al. (39), who treated
actomyosin bundles at cell junctions as elastic springs,
whose rest length reduces to a shorter value beyond a
threshold amount of contraction. Rest length remodeling
is a natural consequence of actomyosin networks deforming
with turnover, when strained network elements are replaced
by unstrained ones (40). The tension on each edge is given
by Lij ¼ Yεij, such that the mechanical energy of the tissue
is:

E ¼ 1

2

X
a

KðAa � A0Þ2 þ 1

2

X
ij

Lijεij: (5)

Parameters for this ‘‘active spring model’’ (Table 2) are fit
to experimental data by minimizing the mean-square differ-
ence between the normalized junction length in simulations
and the mean length in experiments the 2-, 5-, 10-, 20-, and
40-min (n ¼ 3) activations and two consecutive 20-min ac-
tivations (Fig. 3 d). We compute the fitting error as:

Error ¼ 1

6

X
a

X
ij

1

Ta

Z Ta

0

 *
La
expðtÞ

La
expð0Þ

+
� La

ijðtÞ
La
ijð0Þ

!2

dt; (6)

where a indicates the different activation experiments
described above, Ta is the total experimental time, ij indi-
cates the activated junction in the simulation, and
hLaexpðtÞ=Laexpð0Þi is the normalized junction length averaged
over all experiments. The Simplex (or Nelder-Mead)
algorithm is used to minimize the fitting error.

This model predicts that junction contraction is biphasic
upon activation of a single contraction pulse of magnitude
La. For high La, junction length shortens quickly, and
then begins to slow down and eventually stalls (Fig. 3 b).
Once the strain in the junction exceeds εc, the junction
rest length begins to remodel and becomes shorter. After
the activation period, the junction recoils, but a shorter
rest length leads to an increased tension in the edge, result-
ing in a shorter final length of the junction (Fig. 3 b). When
applying half the tension La, the critical strain εc is never
reached. As a result, the rest length remains unchanged,
and the junction recoils back to its initial length after activa-
tion (Fig. 3 b). Thus, very short timescale activations are
TABLE 2 Parameters for Active SpringModel of Epithelial Cell

Junctions

Parameter Value

Rest length remodeling rate, kL 0.227 min�1

Critical strain, εc 0.091

Spring constant, Y 0.280

Applied contractility, Ga 0.337

Friction, m 5.502 min
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unable to contract the junction beyond the critical strain,
leading to elastic response and perfect length recovery
(Fig. 3 c). Longer timescale activations are required to
trigger junctional remodeling. However, remodeling slows
down with increasing activation period, thereby limiting
the amount of length shortening as observed in experiments
(Fig. 3, c and e).

As the final length saturates to 8255% of its initial value,
irrespective of the magnitude of La or the activation period,
we investigated if a second contraction pulse could over-
come this length saturation. In optogenetic experiments, a
second 20-min activation pulse of RhoA (with a 20-min
rest in between) leads to ratcheted contraction (Fig. 3,
d and f). Junction length after the second contraction drops
to 80% of its value after the first contraction. However, this
behavior is not reproduced by our model for thresholded
junctional length remodeling. After the second activation,
the junction length recoils back to its value after the first
activation (Fig. 3 d).

To understand the mechanistic origin of these results, we
compute the edge tension and strain during the pulsatile
stress protocol (Fig. 4 a). During the first activation period,
the edge is compressed, resulting in a negative tension
acting to expand the junction length. As the strain drops
below the critical value, �εc, the rest length begins to
remodel at a rate proportional to the strain. This results in
rest length shortening, which brings back the strain to its
critical value, �εc, at which tension and strain remodeling
stops. After the removal of exogenous tension, the junction
length recoils beyond the rest length, resulting in a positive
tension and a permanently strained (shortened) junction
(Fig. 4 a). During the second activation, the junction
contraction again stalls at the fixed point ε ¼ �εc, and the
rest length is unable to remodel further. Because tension is
proportional to strain, the critical strain determines the
maximal steady-state tension possible, Lmax ¼ Yεc. Above
this tension magnitude, the rest length will remodel until
strain reaches the critical value. Due to the invariance in
Lmax, we obtain the same final edge length in the model
after any number of activations.

For ratcheted contractions to occur, cell junctions must
continuously relax strain to remove mechanical memory,
i.e., junctions must overcome their mechanical energy bar-
riers and not get stuck in a local energy minimum. To under-
stand the underlying physics, we constructed an effective
medium model for the cell junctions (Fig. 4 b-top). Here
we treat forces from the neighboring cells as a spring-like
restoring force, whereas the junction acts like a Maxwell
viscoelastic material that requires a threshold strain for the
viscous element to remodel. The energy of this effective sys-
tem is given by:

E ¼ Y

2

�
L

L0

� 1

�2

þ k

2
ðL� LiÞ2 þ LaL; (7)
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where L is the current junction length, Li is the initial length,
and L0 is the junction rest length. The first term represents
the harmonic restoring force from the junction, the second
term describes the spring-like restoring force from neigh-
boring junctions with a spring constant k, and the final
term represents the applied tension La ¼ GaL=2. Junction
rest length remodels according to Eq. 4. Before the activa-
tion of contractility, L ¼ Li ¼ 1, as defined by the minimum
of the energy functional, Em (Fig. 4 b).

During the first activation, Las0 and the rest length L0
shortens. This shifts the energy landscape, which now has
a new minimum, Em1, defining the contracted junction
length (Fig. 4 b)

Lm1zLi

1þ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 4Lmaxð1� εcÞð1þ Ga=kÞ=kLi

p
2ð1þ Ga=kÞ : (8)

After the first activation, the energy minimum shifts to a
higher value, Em2, due to junction recoil. The new steady-
state junction length is given by

Lm2z
Li

2

�
1þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 4Lmaxð1þ εcÞ=kLi

p �
: (9)

As subsequent contraction pulses are unable to change the
rest length, the steady-state length of the junction between the
minima (Lm1,Em1) and (Lm2,Em2) (Fig. 4 b). Therefore, ratch-
eting behavior is not programmed in this model. For the junc-
tion to contract further, an increase in edge tension is required
above its maximal possible value, Lmax ¼ Yεc (Fig. 4 a).
Mechanosensitive tension remodeling and
continuous strain relaxation promotes directed
morphogenesis

In order to describe the mechanical behavior of cell junc-
tions in response to time-dependent contractile activity,
we developed a model where the edge tension is dynami-
cally remodeled depending on the junctional strain. In this
model, the rest length of each edge, L0ij, remodels at a rate
kL to match the current junction length, allowing for contin-
uous strain relaxation (Fig. 5 a):

1

L0
ij

dL0
ij

dt
¼ kLεij: (10)

If the strain in the junction exceeds a threshold magni-
tude, εc, then the tension begins to remodel:

dLij

dt
¼

8>><
>>:

�ke

�
Lij � L0

ij

�
if εij > εc;

0 if � εc%εij%εc;

�kc

�
Lij � L0

ij

�
if εij < � εc;

(11)

where ke and kc are the rates of tension remodeling under
junction extension or contraction, respectively (Fig. 5 a).
Thus, if an edge undergoes a large and rapid contraction,
the tension will begin to increase and the junction will
remain irreversibly shortened. Parameters are fit by mini-
mizing the error in Eq. 6. (Table 3).

An effective medium model for this system can be
described by the energy function:

E ¼ ðLþLaÞLþ 1

2
kðL� LiÞ2 ; (12)

where the first term represents the total tension in the junc-
tion, whose dynamics are described by Eq. 11. Applying
consecutive pulses of contractions would repeatedly in-
crease the edge tension, and shift the steady-state junction
length L ¼ ðLi �L =kÞ=ð1þGa =kÞ (given by the minimum
of E) to successive lower values (Fig. 5 b). This would result
in successive reductions in the final junction length. Note
that tension remodeling alone is not adequate to capture
the experimental data. Without rest length remodeling, there
is no strain relaxation. As a result, an increased tension
would rapidly contract cell edges without limit, leading to
their eventual collapse.
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FIGURE 5 Mechanosensitive tension remodeling promotes ratcheted contractions. Results shown are obtained using the tension remodeling model (Eqs.

10 and 11) (a) Model for tension remodeling: rate of change in rest length, _L0=L0, and rate of change in tension, L/L0, as a function of the junctional strain ε.

(b) Junction energy landscape in the tension remodeling model, as a function of normalized junction length (Eq. 12). (c) Normalized junction length for two

successive 20-min contraction pulses, with a 20-min rest period. Solid curves show the mean trend, and shaded areas represent SD (n¼ 15). (d) Dynamics of

junction tension and strain, for two successive 20-min contraction pulses. (e) Normalized junction length versus contraction time, for high and low values of

La (n¼ 15). (f) Length ratio L2/L1 versus the change in tensionDL between two consecutive 20-min contraction pulses, at different values of Trest. Each point

represents a different simulation. (g) Normalized shoulder junction length (blue edges in the inset) for a 20-min activation (simulations: n¼ 60, experiments:

n ¼ 11). (h and i) Normalized cell areas at different time points during a 20-min activation for adjacent cells (h), shown in yellow, and border cells (i), shown

in pink (simulations: n ¼ 30, experiments: n ¼ 13). Error bars represent SD. For parameters, see Table 3. To see this figure in color, go online.
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Ratchet-like contractions

We find that the combination of continuous strain relaxa-
tion (Eq. 10) and thresholded tension remodeling
(Eq. 11) is sufficient to capture the experimentally
observed mechanical behavior of epithelial junctions, as
TABLE 3 Tension Remodeling Model Parameters

Parameter Value

Rest length remodeling rate, kL 0.189 min�1

Critical strain, εc 0.116

Initial tension, Y 0.136

tension remodeling rate, kc 0.027 min�1

tension remodeling rate, ke 0.000 min�1

Applied contractility, Ga 0.065

Friction, m 0.636 min
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well as ratcheted contractions upon episodic activation of
contractility. In agreement with experimental data (Fig. 3
d), the junction shrinks to � 80% of its initial length after
the first contraction, whereas after the second contraction
pulse, the normalized junction length is 70%, roughly
85% of its length after the first pulse (Fig. 5 c). During
each activation, the strain drops below the critical strain
and tension is irreversibly increased, allowing the junction
length to shrink further than after the first activation (Fig. 5
d). Unlike the model with purely rest length remodeling
(Fig. 4), combination of tension and rest length remodeling
allows the junctional strain to relax back to zero after the
removal of exogenous tension (Fig. 5 d). Continuous strain
relaxation allows for the removal of mechanical memory,
which is crucial for promoting contraction below the crit-
ical strain during each successive pulse.
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Because very short timescale activations are unable to
trigger tension remodeling, the junctions recoil back to their
original length, in line with experimental data (Fig. 5 e). By
contrast, longer activation periods increase the amount of ten-
sion remodeling and junction length shortening. For single
activations, junction shortening stalls for very long activation
periods (>20 min), in agreement with experimental data
(Fig. 3 c). Thus, ratcheting provides a mechanism to further
shorten junctions past the single contraction limit. Applying
a lower tension is incapable of sufficiently straining the junc-
tion, and therefore a combination of high La and long activa-
tion period is required for junctional remodeling (Fig. 5 e).

We quantified the efficiency of ratcheting by computing
the ratio of lengths before and after the second activation
period (Fig. 5 c). For a given rest period Trest between the
activations, we define L1 as the length before the second
activation, and L2 as the length Trest minutes after the second
activation. For different values of Trest, we compare the ratio
L2/L1 to the change in tensionDL after the second activation
(Fig. 5 d). We find a robust negative correlation between
L2/L1 and DL (Fig. 5 f). A longer Trest allows the junctional
strain to relax to zero when La¼ 0. Consequently, we obtain
a more effective ratchet, with a higher DL and a lower L2/L1
(Fig. 5 f).

In this model, we have assumed that irreversible junction
length changes are due to remodeling of single cell-cell
junctions. However, morphogenetic cell shape changes can
also occur via contraction of the entire cell area through cy-
cles of apical constriction (1). To test this, we measured the
lengths of the shoulder junctions (Fig. 5 g), the area of cells
adjacent to the junction (Fig. 5 h), and bordering the junc-
tion (Fig. 5 g). If cells apically constrict after optogenetic
activations, we would expect that the cells adjacent to the
activated junction would shrink in area, contracting the
shoulder junctions, whereas those bordering the junction
remain at a constant area. In our experiments, the shoulder
junctions show a 7510% increase in length after an activa-
tion (1 sample t-test: n ¼ 27, t ¼ 8.10, p < 0.001) (Fig. 5 g).
When we measure the adjacent cell and border cell areas, we
find that neither show a significant change in length. The
adjacent cells decrease in area by 357% (1 sample t-test:
n ¼ 13, t ¼ �1.61, p ¼ 0.13) (Fig. 5 h), and the border cells
increase in area by 459% (1 sample t-test: n¼ 13, t¼ 1.33,
p ¼ 0.208) (Fig. 5 i). Our simulations capture these results,
with a similar increase in shoulder junction length, and
changes in area of less than 1% after activations (Fig. 5,
g–i). Thus, we rule out remodeling of apical medial actomy-
osin as a contributor to the irreversible junction length
changes.

Our data suggest that junctions under large stresses un-
dergo an irreversible tension remodeling, stabilizing the junc-
tion into a shorter length. We strongly suspect that changes in
junction tension would also require changes in junctional
Rho levels, which, through its downstream effectors control
levels of actin and myosin-II. However, how the endogenous
RhoA levels at junctions is variably maintained or modulated
remain an open area of research. First, our experimental data
indicates the contraction is occurring heterogeneously, with
only 25% of the junction contracting. Thus, one plausible
scenario is that contraction of a local region of junction coin-
cides with pinching off and internalization of that region via
endocytosis (27). Finally, the continuous strain remodeling
may arise from turnover of junctional actomyosin and E-cad-
herin, similar to recent reports in Iyer et al. (12). We believe
that junctions under high compressive strain undergo an in-
crease in E-cadherin turnover, which reduces adhesion and
thus increases junctional tension.
Convergence-extension movements

To test the effectiveness of mechanical ratcheting for tissue-
scale deformation, we applied our model of mechanosensi-
tive tension remodeling (Eqs. 10 and 11), to simulate
convergent-extension movements. Convergent-extension is
a widespread mode of tissue morphogenesis, where a tissue
segment converges along one axis as an oscillatory ratchet,
while extending along the other axis via cell rearrangements
(41). To simulate convergent-extension, we generated a col-
ony of hexagonal cells and applied a time-dependent tension,
La, along its horizontal edges, in five 40-min pulses (Fig. 6, a
and b; Videos S1, S2, S3). Once a cell edge contracts below a
threshold length, Lmin, it undergoes an intercalation event re-
sulting in cell neighbor exchanges. During activations of
contractility, the tissue converges horizontally, and extends
vertically via cell rearrangements, resulting in a higher aspect
ratio shape (Fig. 6, a and b). During the rest period between
activations, the tissue remains in a deformed state due to irre-
versible tension remodeling. By allowing longer rest periods
between successive contractions, the amount of tension re-
modeling increases, resulting in a higher aspect ratio struc-
ture (Fig. 6 c; Table 4) with more cell rearrangements
(Fig. 6 a). Thus, our model for tension remodeling is suffi-
cient to capture tissue-scale deformations via ratcheted con-
tractions, as commonly observed in morphogenesis.
CONCLUSIONS

Pulsatile regulatory dynamics are recurrent in cells and
enable diverse cellular functions through independent con-
trol of pulse frequency, amplitude, and duration (42). In
development, pulses of actomyosin have been shown to
coordinate epithelial cell shape changes and mechanical sta-
bility (1,7,43–45). However, the functional roles of actomy-
osin pulsation and the significance of its temporal structure
have remained elusive. This theoretical study, in combina-
tion with biophysical experiments, demonstrates the func-
tional roles of the amplitude and frequency of contraction
pulses on epithelial morphogenesis. Although high ampli-
tude pulsing triggers irreversible junction deformation via
tension remodeling, junction shortening eventually stalls
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activations. Results shown are obtained using the

mechanosensitive tension remodeling equations

(Eqs. 10 and 11). (a) Tissue configurations during
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for prolonged activation of actomyosin contractility. How-
ever, longer rest periods between successive contraction
pulses enable a higher degree of junction shortening via me-
chanical strain relaxation. We show that frequency-depen-
dent modulation of junction deformation, in combination
with cell rearrangements, is sufficient to drive tissue-scale
shape changes via convergent-extension movements. These
results provide a potential new understanding of the signif-
icance of pulsatile contractions, suggesting that high ampli-
tude and low frequency myosin pulsing, separated by longer
rest periods, is most effective in driving large-scale tissue
remodeling via mechanical ratcheting.

Our proposed theory for mechanosensitive epithelial
junction remodeling advances the existing cell-based
models of epithelial tissues. The widely used vertex model
for epithelial mechanics (28), and its existing variants are
unable to capture the experimentally measured length dy-
namics of epithelial junctions upon time-varying contrac-
tions. In the vertex model, junctions either contract like a
purely elastic material that is reversible upon stress removal
TABLE 4 Parameters for Convergence-Extension

Simulations

Parameter Value

Rest length remodeling rate, kL 0.159 min�1

Critical strain, εc 0.122

Initial tension, Y 0.142

tension remodeling rate, kc 0.020 min�1

tension remodeling rate, ke 0.000 min�1

Applied contractility, Ga 0.085

Friction, m 1.132 min
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or junctions continuously shorten their lengths like a fluid
even for a low amount of applied contraction. These predic-
tions are inconsistent with experimental data, where junc-
tions display an elastic behavior only under short or weak
activation of RhoA. Longer periods of RhoA activation
lead to permanent junction shortening, which saturates for
prolonged pulse duration.

To capture the experimental data, we propose a modified
vertex model with two essential features of epithelial junc-
tion mechanics: thresholded tension remodeling and contin-
uous strain relaxation. In our model, junctions undergo
permanent tension remodeling only above a critical strain
threshold. This enables irreversible junction deformation
for sufficiently strong and prolonged activation of contrac-
tility, in agreement with our experimental data. Further-
more, a critical strain threshold for tension remodeling
acts as a filter for small amplitude fluctuations in contractile
activity, imparting mechanical robustness to the system.
However, tension remodeling alone is not sufficient to pro-
mote large-scale deformations because junction shortening
saturates for prolonged activation of contractility. To this
end, continuous strain relaxation in epithelial junctions al-
lows the system to gradually lose memory of its mechanical
deformation. As a result, pulsatile activation of contractility
with sufficiently long periods of relaxation enables large-
scale irreversible deformations in epithelia via ratcheting.
Taken together, the combination of mechanosensitive ten-
sion remodeling and junctional strain relaxation provides a
robust mechanism to guide directed epithelial morphogen-
esis, as well as enables the maintenance of mechanical ho-
meostasis in epithelial tissues.
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